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Across
1. A quickie _______ before you go to work.
6. An oral sex _____ in front of a warm, glowing
fire. You will be licked until you purr then loved
until you scream with pleasure.

8. A love making session that involves _______
and lots of oral pleasuring.

11. One refreshing ___ ____ served with
pleasure when you are hot and horny.

13. Sex play dressed and acting the role of ___
_____ .

14. A role playing session of your choice
involving an erotic ________ .

16. A sexual _________ in the car during a
thunder storm. Getting wet is not optional.

17. A wild and intense _______ in a semi-public
area with our clothes on.

Down
2. A night of sex with me tied up and _____ to
please.

3. Thirty _________ minutes of oral pussy
pleasuring. Recline, Relax and get Ready to
enjoy my Love!

4. Slow dancing to romantic music by
___________ . After each song we remove an
article of clothing until we are dancing naked
together.

5. Sex play dressed and acting the role of
___________ .

7. Sex using an advanced ____ _____ position
of your choice.

9. Role playing a ritual "___________" fantasy.



Across
18. A full body massage from head to toe
followed by a special _______ massage that
will leave you completely relaxed. Candle light,
incense and soft music will set the mood for
your pleasure.

Down
10. An evening of watching erotic or _________
movies of your choice while cuddling together.
After each movie, we will re-enact a scene.

12. A role playing session involving a stern
teacher and a very _______ student.

15. A sensual massage and _____ love making
session in front of a warm, glowing fire.


